
PUBLIC EXHIBITION

PUBLIC EXHIBITION

Linden Homes is pleased to invite local residents and businesses to a two day public exhibition
to view the new plans to redevelop 271 - 281 King Street, Hammersmith. Linden Homes is one

of the UK’s top five house builders and a member of the Considerate Constructors’ scheme
which sets high standards for liaising with local residents while we build our homes. 

DETAILS OF THE EXHIBITION CAN BE FOUND OVER THE PAGE. 
We do hope that you can come along to review and discuss the proposals with 

Linden Homes and the full consultant team.

The site today looking east along King Street

NEW PROPOSALS FOR THE REDEVELOPMENT 
OF 271-281 KING STREET



HISTORY
In 2012, a public exhibition was held to show
proposals for the redevelopment of the site at
271-281 King Street. An application for
planning permission for these proposals was
submitted to the London Borough of
Hammersmith and Fulham which was
subsequently refused. 

Since then Linden Homes has unconditionally
bought the property at 271-281 and
appointed new architects, the award winning
Lifschutz Davidson Sandilands (LDS), to take
a fresh approach to the redevelopment of the
site. 

A new high quality scheme is now emerging
which we believe successfully addresses
comments received from local residents and
stakeholders and the reasons behind the
refusal. The information at the exhibition will
set out details of this new design.

OUR REVISED PROPOSAL
The proposal includes the demolition of the
existing buildings which rise to six storeys on
site, and the construction of a new
development, ranging from two to seven
storeys in height and providing for 64 new
homes (between one and three bedrooms)
with a small amount of commercial floor space
on the ground floor fronting onto King Street.

You will be able to find out much more by
coming along to our exhibition.

EXHIBITION
We hope you will be able to come along
to our exhibition - we look forward to
hearing your views. If you are unable to
attend and would like more information
please contact us via email, letter or
Freephone.

VENUE: 
Ravenscourt Baptist Church
(Opposite Ravenscourt Park Tube Station)
7 Ravenscourt Road, W6 0UH

DATE AND TIME: 
Saturday 23rd March 2013, 10am to 2pm
Monday 25th March 2013, 2pm to 8pm

Freephone: 0800 458 6976

Email: kingstreet@yourshout.org

WRITE TO:
King Street Consultation
Freepost RSBX-ARER-CTYA
Your Shout, 1-45 Durham Street
London SE11 5JH
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271-281 King Street site location plan



Kilmarsh Road South – no sign  Kilmarsh Road North – visible street sign  

Overstone Road West  – no sign  

Overstone Road East – visible sign  

Sample route surveyed 

Inconsistent & inadequate signing noted on the 

route between Overstone Road W6 & Richford 

Street W6. 

Street signs removed from walls & positioned on 

poles are less easy to spot (depending on the 

background) and are subject to tampering as in 

the Agate & Amor signs 

Trussley Road the only road adequately signed for 

pedestrians and drivers 

 



Agate Road East – no sign relating to road Adie Road East – bent Agate Road sign on pole  

not adequately visible  

Adie Road East – bent Agate Road sign on pole  

not adequately visible  

Agate Road West –  sign relating to road on pole 



Adie Road South – no sign  Adie Road North  –  sign needs replacing &  

moving closer to corner 

Trussley Road North visibly signed Trussley Road South visibly signed 



Amor Road North no sign Amor Road South  sign on post 

Richford Street North sign removed Richford Street South sign on post 



 

Dear all,  

A particular type of fraud targeting elderly people is on the increase across London. 
Our aim is to raise awareness and provide some key crime prevention messages to 
the elderly and their circle of support - friends, family, neighbours etc. 

By raising awareness we will decrease the likelihood of people falling victim. 

The average age of the victim is 70 years old. The average loss is £4,000. 

The Method  

1) The method varies but essentially involves a victim being telephoned (cold -called) 
by a suspect who alleges to be someone of authority (eg, from the police, bank, 
Serious Fraud Office). The suspect tells the victim there is a problem with their bank 
account (like it has been compromised) and that their bank card must be collected.  

2) If the victim is unconvinced that the call is genuine they are instructed to hang up 
and call a genuine number – such as 999 or the telephone number on the rear of 
their bank card. However, the suspect keeps the telephone line open and so the call 
goes straight back to the fraudster who then deals with any subsequent call, 
convincing the victim of their authenticity.  

3) The victim is then content to reveal their bank details, namely the PIN. 

4) An often unwitting courier or taxi driver is sent to collect the victim’s card. The card 
is delivered to a second suspect, who then passes it on to the fraudster. The 
fraudster then empties the bank account.  
 
Key Messages  

Primary: (To potential victims, family, friends) Never give anyone your PIN or bank 
card – the police and banks will never ask for them.  

Secondary/supporting message(s): (To cabbies/couriers) Beware of collecting and 
delivering packages from elderly people as you may be assisting in a criminal 
offence.  

Reporting offences: If you have been a victim call the police on 101 or in an 
emergency by dialling 999. (Generally victims are elderly/vulnerable and therefore it 
is NOT appropriate to report this matter to Action Fraud). 

A courier fraud awareness day is being held on Wednesday 20th March.  

If you are part of a neighbourhood watch group please consider meeting on 20th 
March (or any time that week) in order to focus on this issue and give out the above 
messages. 
 



 

JUDI SHAW FCSD 6 Overstone Road Hammersmith London W6 0AA 

 

T:  0208 741 9403     F:  0208 748 5219    M: 0776516 1685 

E: shawjudi@tiscali.co.uk 

 
 

Annelise Johns 

Design Team Manager 

Transport Policy 

Environment Services Department 

5th Floor Town Hall Extension 

King Street 

London W6 9JU 

 

6 March 2013 

 

Dear Annelise 

 

Re: Hammersmith Grove Neighbourhood-Environment Improvement Works 

 

A Council initiative to consult with residents is always welcome , however I am often 

doubtful of the heed taken. 

 

In the opening paragraph of your letter you refer to high volumes of traffic in the area 

and your comments are timely as next week a planning application for the 

redevelopment of the King Street Car Park to provide 418 flats will be up for decision. 

This application, if approved, will add detrimentally to the traffic problems we 

currently experience living so close to the ‘town centre’. Hammersmith Grove & 

Overstone Road will be worst affected as the exit from the new development will be 

diagonally opposite Overstone Road, no longer directing exiting traffic towards the 

Broadway but into residential streets instead. 

 

I have personally attended an evening ‘consultation’ meeting with the planners but 

came away feeling that the offer of a meeting was a token gesture to bolster Council 

esteem and there was no hope of any review to concerns expressed. More 

worryingly, when I raised the issue of new office buildings coming on stream in 2013 

affecting traffic flows, as well as the disruption of a possible 6 year redevelopment, I 

was told the Council would be looking into traffic flows AFTER the new offices were in 

operation & a decision taken on the KMCP scheme.  

 

Not the best way round to plan a strategy. 

 

To my mind this is a major issue but I appreciate your remit is looking into lesser but still 

important elements of the streetscape, as illustrated on the flyer that accompanied 

your letter.  

 

CLEAR THE CLUTTER 

I wholeheartedly support your initiative to de-clutter the streets by the removal of 

unnecessary signs, poles, & street furniture. This overlaps with an issue I have asked 

David Broad of the Brackenbury Residents Association to follow up and hopefully he 

will report at our committee meeting tomorrow evening.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:shawjudi@tiscali.co.uk


 

 

 

 

 

STREET SIGNING 

Recently while walking around the area I noticed that many street signs have been 

removed and general way-finding is less than adequate. Some street signs have 

been removed from walls & attached to poles which are totally unnecessary and 

subject to abuse.  I am happy to report back to you after our meeting tomorrow to 

see what information David Broad has gleaned   Signing is definitely an issue I would 

like to see addressed. 

 

TRAFFIC CALMING 

Many Brackenbury streets are used as rat runs between Goldhawk & Glenthorne  

Road, and between Hammersmith Grove & Paddenswick Road . By the very nature 

of the area the road widths do not accommodate the easy passage of two cars 

between parked vehicles. Many through vehicles are vans and lorries & damage 

often occurs to parked vehicles .The current traffic calming cushions do not help as 

heavy lorries tend to hit them at speed. Basically the 3 cushion speed limiter does not 

work as a deterrent. I would be keen to hear your views on a better method of traffic 

calming as well as limiting vehicle size through these residential streets . 

 

STREET MAINTENANCE 

Proper maintenance of pavements would be a plus, and early resolution of the large 

dip that continues to sink in Kilmarsh Road would be welcome before the road 

collapses costing even more to fix…., but this is a specific.  

 

GREEN IS GOOD 

As the greening of Hammersmith is supported by the Council and certainly the 

Brackenbury Residents Association, I hope that planted solutions will be considered 

first over increasing paved areas. I appreciate planting needs maintenance but it 

delivers a happier living environment and helps with the problems of flooding and run 

off in the area. 

 

I apologise if my response to your positive initiative sounds negative but I have lived 

here for long enough to feel the increased pressure of traffic & poor maintenance. & 

currently feel some detrimental decisions are being made at the expense of 

residents.  

 

I am more than willing to help if there is further information I can supply as an 

individual or as a member of the Brackenbury Residents Association Committee.  

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Judi Shaw 



RAVENSCOURT PARK  
CRIME ANALYSIS 
Prepared for the Ravenscourt Ward Panel 
Meeting 5 March 2013 
By Laurence Lewis 
e | lalewis@o2.co.uk 
m| 07985 80 20 94 
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DRAFT – For Comment 

mailto:lalewis@o2.co.uk


Background and Introduction 

• The purpose of this document is to provide the 
Ravenscourt Park Ward Panel with information regarding 
offences committed in the Ward; 

• The source data covers the period between May 2010 
and January 2013; 

• Comparisons have been drawn with overall trends in 
LBH&F; 

• Unless otherwise stated the charts relate to Ravenscourt 
Park Ward only; 

• The underlying data was sourced from 
www.met.police.uk; 

• Where practicable, the underlying data is included in the 
chart for direct reference and clarity. 

2 

http://www.met.police.uk/


Summary of Observations 

• Overall notifiable crime has fallen in Ravenscourt Park 
Ward; 
 

• Theft and Handling appears to have contributed most to 
the downward change in Ravenscourt Park; 
 

• Criminal Damage to a motor vehicle appears to be the 
category continuing to trend upwards. 

3 



Met Police List of Offences Covered by the Statistics 

• Violence Against The Person  
• Murder 
• Wounding/GBH 
• Assault With Injury 
• Common Assault 
• Offensive Weapon 
• Harassment 
• Other Violence 

• Sexual Offences  
• Rape 
• Other Sexual 

• Robbery 
• Personal Property 
• Business Property 

• Burglary  
• Burglary in A Dwelling 
• Burglary in Other Buildings 

• Theft & Handling  
• Theft/Taking Of Motor Vehicle 
• Theft From Motor Vehicle 
• Motor Vehicle Interference & Tampering 
• Theft From Shops 
• Theft Person 
• Theft/Taking Of Pedal Cycles 
• Other Theft 
• Handling Stolen Goods  

• Fraud & Forgery 
• Counted Per Victim 
• Other Fraud & Forgery 

• Criminal Damage 
• Criminal Damage to a Dwelling 
• Criminal Damage To Other Buildings 
• Criminal Damage To Motor Vehicle 
• Other Criminal Damage 

• Drugs 
• Drug Trafficking 
• Possession Of Drugs 
• Other Drugs 

• Other Notifiable Offences 
• Going Equipped 
• Other Notifiable 

4 



Source Data 
List of Wards in LBH&F 

• Addison 
• Askew 
• Avonmore and Brook 
Green 

• College Park and Old 
Oak 

• Fulham Broadway 
• Fulham Reach 
• Hammersmith Broadway 
• Munster 

• North End 
• Palace Riverside 
• Parsons Green and 
Walham 

• Ravenscourt Park 
• Sands End 
• Shepherd's Bush Green 
• Town 
• Wormholt and White City 
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Ward Crime Ranking Comparison 
12 Months Nov to Oct 2011 and 2012 

6 



Ravenscourt Park  
Total Notifiable Offences May ‘10 to Jan ‘13 

7 



Ravenscourt Park 
Total Notifiable Offences Last 12 Months Nov’11 to Jan'13 

8 



Ravenscourt Park 
Total Notifiable Offences Financial Year to Date 
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Ravenscourt Park  
Main Category Offences by Month 

10 



Ravenscourt Park  
Trends of Main Category Offences by Last 12 Months 

11 



Ravenscourt Park  
Trend by Detailed Category 

12 



Ravenscourt Park Trend by Detailed Category 

13 



Ravenscourt Park 
Criminal Damage – Offences by Month 
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Ravenscourt Park  
Trend by Detailed Category 
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Ravenscourt Park  
Trend by Detailed Category 
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RAVEN’S VIEW                  

Written and prepared by your local Safer Neighbourhood Team      

  

 

Staffing:    

PC Richard TOOTH joined the team on a three month attachment towards the end of January to assist us through 

staff shortages. Some of you may have already met him at one of our surgeries. However, no sooner had he arrived 

than he was off to be by his wife’s bedside for the birth of his baby daughter. We now have him back on the team 

thankfully till the end of April, although for some reason his eyes are not as fresh and youthful as they were when he 

first joined us!  PC Rob ILLSLEY has also recently joined us on a more permanent basis and we welcome him to the 

team. Having come from the Video Identification Unit at Hammersmith he brings with him a wealth of knowledge 

and experience on all matters concerned with CCTV.   

 

 

 

 

 

Motor Vehicle Crime 

There were 17 reports of motor vehicle crime in January which is slight drop from December’s figures. It is 

particularly encouraging that the shift is away from the River. Hopefully, in part to our presence there! Car owners 

however can still do their bit by leaving no property visible in their vehicles. Of those reports, one was a theft of a 

Range Rover brought to our attention by its Tracker activation. Car theft in this Borough is rare. In the main it tends 

to be mopeds that are targeted and these are invariably later recovered.  One good piece of news; a male who was 

routinely stopped by police within the ward had in his possession a number of stolen items from vehicles. Arrested, 

he later admitted the offence and was charged and sent to court. 

Bicycle Crime 

Only 1 recorded theft of a pedal cycle.  This was a child’s bike from the rear of a property that was experiencing 

significant anti-social behaviour. That certain premises has now been closed down and we hope to have seen the last 

of this behaviour 

Welcome to February’s edition of Ravens View, 

produced by your SNT, with up to-date 

information on what’s going on in Ravenscourt 

Park Ward. Operational commitments during 

February took precedent which prevented me 

from producing and distributing this month’s 

edition on time! Matters which I’m pleased to 

announce have resulted in considerable 

success for the ward and the Borough as a 

whole! More on that in the next edition! So 

while you may have thought you missed out on 

January’s you haven’t! Instead, you’ll be 

receiving January & February’s edition in quick 

succession. Stay safe and enjoy reading. 

This month’s features; 

January’s Crime figures (Ward Priorities) 

January’s Arrests & ongoing projects, 

Update on Police Surgeries, 

 

Ravenscourt Park Ward Priorities; 

 Cutting Theft from motor vehicle. 

 Reducing Pedal cycle theft. 

 Reducing Burglary. 

February 2013 



 

Burglary 

There were 5 reports of residential burglary and 3 of non-residential burglary. The residential crimes were not 

focussed to one particular area of the ward and the method of entry also varied from smashing of windows to 

window latches being slipped to door latched. A school premises featured twice; a theft from an office, the other a 

walk-in theft at their riverside boathouse, the third venue being a Church. After all burglaries, we set in motion what 

we call ‘cocooning’. That entails visiting the victim and offering crime prevention advice and likewise to neighbouring 

properties. Whilst there may have been in increase in terms of figures for January and February, burglary as a whole 

on this borough is constantly reducing which means of course fewer victims. 

Success Stories 

January was a relatively quiet month in terms of arrests by the team, predominantly due to staffing issues. Following 

information from staff at one of the residential hostels within the ward, a male was arrested on suspicion of theft of 

a Barclays Hire bike, the cycle being found in his room. The other arrest was a male arrested for being drunk and 

disorderly. SNT officers out and about on foot came across the male drinking (which as you know, Hammersmith and 

Fulham is a controlled drinking zone) and having been given suitable words of advice, became abusive to officers. 

This led to his arrest, a subsequent charge and ultimately a day at court which he wasn’t expecting.  

Surgery Success 

January saw the launch of all four drop-in surgeries within the ward with varying degrees of success in terms of 

attendance. The most visited to date was our inaugural launch at Linden House at the end of January, and it’s 

encouraging to hear favourable comments from reassured local residents concerning our increased presence down 

by the river. Also popular and  highly regarded is our stand at POSK (The Polish Community Centre in King Street). 

The Friday morning slots from 11am to 2pm are the busiest in terms of visitors to the centre and to our stand. 

Tuesday evenings less so and we’ve now moved a regular slot to once a month on a Sunday. Our Ravenscourt Park 

Café surgeries have got off to a quiet start, but we now advertise them on the Park notice boards and come the 

better weather, I’m sure we’ll see an increase in visitors. Remember, we run these in conjunction with the Council 

Parks Police and for everyone’s benefit, not just visitors to the park!  Dates and times of all our surgeries are 

available on our website, or from calling the office on 0208 246 2702. 

Down by the Riverside 

Following a theft from the Latymer Rowing Club on the river frontage, we looked at ways at increasing a better 

police presence and reducing crime. Working with the school we now have access to the main boat house and 

conduct regular patrols in and around that area, and thereby get to know some of the students. Posters situated at  

prominent locations send out a clear message to both users to the boat house (to remain vigilant and responsible) 

and would be trespassers! We have also given number of talks on crime prevention and staying safe including an 

input from the Marine Policing Unit. 

And on the forecourt 

Our BP garages almost directly opposite each other on our ward on the A4 are quite often victims of crime 

themselves in respect of what we call ‘make offs’ or theft of petrol. We have taken great strides in reducing 

these by our high visibility patrols on the forecourts and through enquiries to contact the drivers to remind 

them of their simple obligations. A number of arrests from these enquiries will shortly follow and we will 

report back on these in a later edition. 
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          Ravenscourt Park Ward Boundaries and Police Drop-in Surgeries 

 

 

 

                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                     

• Office:   0208 246 2702                         e-mail: Ravenscourtpark.SNT@met.police.uk 

 

 Where you can come and meet your SNT officers? 

 

Your text here 

Ravenscourt Park Cafe 

Grove Neighbourhood Centre 

Polish Centre 

Linden House 

mailto:Ravenscourtpark.SNT@met.police.uk




West Six Garden Centre

Special 2nd birthday weekend

29th March 2013 to 1st April 2013

Help us celebrate with:

10% discount over the Easter Weekend 

Bubbly for the grown-ups

Face painting for the kids on Saturday

Easter Egg hunt on Sunday

West Six Garden Centre Ravenscourt Avenue London W6 0SL

020 8563 7112 info@w6gc.co.uk www.w6gc.co.uk

Follow us on twitter   @N1W6gdncentres

   
    

    

 

  

 

 

   
  

       
  

    
      

  

        
  

   
    

     

 

A219
Glenthorne Road

Great West Road
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1 Ravenscourt Court Tube
2&3 Hammersmith Tube
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Free parking at weekends on Ravenscourt Avenue

Loading bays for customers right outside



Dinosaur  Garden workshop   
Saturday, 23rd March 2013 

2.30pm to 3.30pm 
 

Free  
Family Workshop  

Come and create your very own dinosaur garden 

 Sally Fee of West Six Garden Centre will be showing you 
     how to create a dinosaur garden with exotic house plants 
 
 Learn how to prepare the landscape, plant up your   
     garden and how to keep it alive. 
 
 Take your garden home with you 

 
 Suitable for all ages 
 
 Child must be accompanied by an adult 
  
 Limited spaces – first come, first served 
 
 
 
 
 

West Six Garden Centre   Ravenscourt Avenue    London W6 0SL 
020 8563 7112                    info@w6gc.co.uk          www.w6gc.co.uk 

Kids Club 



Spring Newsletter 2013

Spring is in the air

by Louise

Spring is in the air and we are all hoping for

good weather this year so we can make the

most of our gardens. 

Gardening brings us closer to nature and

makes us more aware of the seasonal

changes. We are especially lucky in the UK

to have such distinct seasons. Without the

dormancy of winter we would not get the

great reawakening of spring, when bulbs

burst through the soil and the buds on the

trees unfurl into leaf and blossom. It is a

magical time for gardening and at the 

garden centre so come down and visit us to

share some of the excitement!

The onset of spring at North One and West

Six starts gradually through the month of

February as the Roses come in all

beautifully pruned, and it is only the labels

that reveal their secrets! Next, the soft fruit

arrives - tasty delights such as Raspberry

'Glen Ample' and the Blueberry '

Sunshine Susie', ideal for container

growing. 

Things start to get really exciting when

trays apon trays of young herbaceous

perennials, part of the Barbara Austin

collection, come pouring in, filling up the

freshly scrubbed and painted benches with

their joyous potential. Individually they cost

£2.99 but we are running an offer of three

for £7.50. They are the perfect way to fill a

few bare patches in the garden at a very

reasonable price. 

We will also be stocking up on fantastic

specimen shrubs that offer instant impact.

So, come and see the fruits of my buying

trip to an Italian nursery. Their stock comes

from Italy and it has been grown in ideal

conditions and I had to stop myself from

getting too carried away as the plants look

fantastic! 

The Mediterranean herbs are also now

available  – thyme, sage, rosemary and

bucket loads of lavender. We are offering

you the chance to stock up - buy two get

one free just for the month of March.

We look forward to welcoming you to the

plant area. We are always happy to provide

advice - so do not hesitate to ask. 

A whole lot of new stuff 

by Paul

I remember as a teenager thinking the best

thing about January was planning all of the

crops that I wanted to grow in the months

to come.  I would spend hours selecting all

the different varieties of vegetables I

wanted to grow, planning their sowing time,

and their space allocation on the allotment.

Spring is of course the time when you 

need to start planting seeds, this gives

you the whole season ahead for your crops

to develop and mature.  Remember not to

plant your seeds too late as you will not get

a good harvest.

Get your seed growing off to a good start

with our new propagator range. We have

some fantastic new window sill green-

houses that are funky and stylish, as well

as practical, and a whole assortment of

trays and miniature greenhouses to make

seed sowing indoors stylish and easy.

The Sarah Raven collection of cut flower

seeds is just the thing if you want a change

from growing tomatoes;  the range is

suitable for picking and creating your own

indoor arrangements. 

Scented Roses from £15.99

Grow juicy blueberries

Special offer on herbs - buy two get one free

Fern in glass terrarium

New spring collection



Opening hours

Until Sunday 24 March: 9.30am to 5.00pm every day

From Monday 25 March: 9.30am to 6.00pm (7.00pm Thursdays) Follow us on twitter           @N1W6gdncentres

Bugs and Botany

Bugs and botany, butterflies and beetles

are this spring’s biggest motif.  Our creepy

crawly friends are about to appear on 

everything. Forget your squeamish side as

these creatures will dominate pots, vases,

tea light holders and indoor decoration to

a whole new level!  If grasshoppers and

cockroaches are a little too creepy, then you

can always opt for dragonflies and 

butterflies. We have a quirky range of 

hanging decorations that will look great for

Easter, try hanging them from a branch. At

least these bugs won’t leave you fighting

back with the insecticide gun! 

Botanical references are playing a big part

in interiors right now as stylised images on

walls and furnishings.  The Victorians loved

the lush delicate foliage of ferns and the

exotic appearance of orchids. They used to

grow them in glass cabinets which provided

ideal conditions for them. Why not try

growing ferns of your own? You can replicate

the glass cabinet with a glass dome (prices

start at £4.99). The glass dome provides a

micro climate where ferns can almost take

care of themselves.  Ferns require a moist

and shady position away from a heat source

and direct sunlight.  Never allow the soil to

dry out! If you are a forgetful waterer, the

Asparagus ferns tolerate much less care

and withstand some drying out. Once for

only the wealthy Victorian, these plants are

now available at prices to suit everyone’s

pocket.  

As spring approaches and you are raring to

go, we have found some delightful garden

accessories for you.  Aged terracotta pots

are always in demand, and this year we

have sourced a great selection of pots

coming from Estonia.  We also have great

new pot ranges for both indoor and outdoor

plants.   You will find mustard to be a striking

new colour at both garden centres this

spring.

Jobs for the spring garden

By Joel 

After all the rain of 2012, this year it seems

sensible to start spring by going back to

basics and focus on ensuring your soil is in

good condition. All that wet weather may well

have resulted in the nutrients leeching away,

which will leave plants undernourished as we

head into the growing season. Plus, damp

soil (especially London clay) will not allow

enough oxygen for the roots to thrive. Adding

manure will improve the nutrition and add grit

for drainage.

This year, we have launched a new range of

soil from Vitax – a well-known manufacturer

of high-quality garden products. As well as

manure, there is a full range of soils on offer 

at both North One and West Six. As always,

the team is on hand to advise the best soil to

use, depending on what you are planting.

Our soil tip for the spring: many customers

plant herbs into window boxes and contain-

ers – multi-purpose compost on its own can

be a little too dry, so mix with a sandier soil

(John Innes), which retains moisture better

to help keep herbs happy! You can buy a

ready mix of multipurpose compost with John

Innes in the new Vitax range. A 20 litre bag is

the ideal size for a window box and not too

heavy to carry home. 

One area of the garden that should have

thrived with all of the rain of last year is the

lawn, which should be looking lush. How-

ever, the wet weather may have left the soil

undernourished and turned the grass yellow.

Another problem may be excessive moss. To

combat both these problems, use a general

purpose lawn food such as Evergeen Com-

plete granules, which includes a mosskiller

(£13.99 for a box to feed 80sq meters) or

Maxicrop Moss Killer and Lawn Tonic (£7.49

for a 500ml bottle). 

The other main job this spring will be to aer-

ate by forking in some holes to allow oxygen

into the damp soil. We know how much time

and effort people put into making their lawns

perfect, so if there are some patches, apply

grass seed when the temperatures start to

rise around the middle of March.

Our final reminder – as the majority of plants

come into growing season after being dor-

mant over winter, they use a lot of energy.

So, don’t forget to give your garden the best

possible start this spring by applying plant

food (especially for plants in pots). We rec-

ommend Vitax Q4, which is a good quality

all-purpose feed. Suitable for lawns, shrubs

and fruit.

North One Garden Centre * 25 Englefield Road, London N1 4EU * 020 7923 3553 * info@n1gc.co.uk * www.n1gc.co.uk

West Six Garden Centre * Ravenscourt Avenue, London W6 0SL * 020 8563 7112 * info@w6gc.co.uk * www.w6gc.co.uk

Louise Alhadeff - Director West Six Garden Centre

There cannot be many customers at North One or West Six who have yet to meet the amazing Louise. Louise runs

West Six and is responsible for the ordering plants for both garden centres, which is no small task. She was 

previously Plant Area Manager at North One, which she joined nearly 9 years ago, having been seduced by Beryl’s

passion for plants.

Louise’s own enthusiasm is obvious for all to see. She leads from the front and always goes the extra mile to provide 

customers excellent service. She provides superb, practical plant advice from her background in garden 

maintenance, Capel Manor training and substantial plant knowledge. Under Louise’s guidance the plant areas are 

always immaculate, beautifully presented with a great choice of quality plants and inspirational displays, which have

become our hallmark.

Provenance

Talking of plant quality leads neatly to the subject of provenance, an increasingly important matter for restaurants, food and other retailers. With

the issue recently in the news, we thought it was worth mentioning the close nature of the relationships we have with our suppliers. We work with

a small number of nurseries which are almost all based in South East England. Like us, they are mainly small, independent, family businesses

that specialise in growing specific types of plants – bedding, herbs, perennials, climbers, roses, shrubs. 

Beryl and Louise have developed these relationships over 15 years and we still visit the nurseries. We speak to our suppliers weekly. So we

know exactly where our plants come from, how they are grown and what the best plants available are each week. As regular customers know, we

only accept deliveries of plants that are of suitably high quality. If there are ever any problems after purchase, we do our best to resolve them and

we offer a two year plant guarantee on all hardy plants that have been properly cared for.

Our new range of soil from Vitax




